
Introduction 
The proposed solution 
is a self-reported, 
symptoms-based 
syndromic surveillance 
system that is universal, 
interactive, integrative, 
and combined with 
artificial intelligence. 
Once developed, this 
framework has the 
potential to stop any 
future epidemics and 
pandemic in urban and 
rural areas worldwide. 

Methods 
We conducted a 

thorough literature 
review of existing short 
message service (SMS, 
text messaging) and 
interactive voice 
response (IVR, calling) 
surveillance systems, 
identified and 
addressed the 
shortcomings. We have 
concluded that many of 
the previous syndromic 
surveillance models 
suffer from data 

thus fragmentation, 
hindering 
scalability 

their 
to a global 

setting. 
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Figure 1 Self-Reporting la 

Individuals report symptoms to -
the helpline via text message 

Helpline I 

(SMS) or via calling (IVR) 
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Data Storage Response la 
The helpline responds to and interacts with the individual to The helpline simultaneously 

provide appropriate ' next-steps" based on artificial- stores data in a central 
intelligence estimated risk and severity (ex: what other 4--' database for monitoring and 

symptoms are you having; stay at home and quarantine for 14 analysis 
days; contact us in 3 days if your symptoms are not getting 

J \.. 
better; you need to see a doctor right away) 
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Physician Confirmed Findings Artificial Intelligence lb 
If the patient is advised to see a healthcare In case ol an increased number of individuals provider, the signs and symptoms of infection can reporting similar symptoms in a similar geographic be confirmed and reported back into the system. location - the artificial intelligence with machine These confirmed findings improve the artificial learning can recognize patterns based on previously intelligence algorithm to better predict and identify researched diseases, and estimate risk and severity syndromes and cases. 
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Alerts Individuals Health Officials Alerted 
The helpline can alert not only the individuals 
reporting symptoms but also other individuals The helpline can alert public health officials, within the same geographic location of a potential 
outbreak and can advise them to stay at home, governments. and other governing bodies about 

potential outbreaks and hot-spots so that those avoid travel, watch for certain symptoms, or go to regions/countries can prepare for healthcare needs the doctor 
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Global Spread of Infectious Disease Averted 

( Messages TRACK Helpline Details 

What symptoms are you 
experiencing? 

Ory cough. lever. loss of 
taste 

These are likely COVI0-
19 symptoms. cllek here: 
local guidelines 
COVID test k>catrons 

How many COVlO cases 
are there in Indianapolis? 

Rise in COVIO-hke 
symptoms: 
. 943 confirmed cases 
this week up from 700 
tastweek. 
- 1200 suspected cases 
based on symptom 
reporting. 
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Pro osed Model 
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Analytics 
Advanced analytical and visualization 
tools help users quickly extract 

actionable insights from their data. 
Visualizations include fully 
customizable, continuously updating 

dashboards. interactive charts. time 
series and geospatial analyses. 

scorecards and more. 

Machine Learning 
Our analysis framework applies 
machine learning and other statistical 
techniques to generate accurate 

predictions and identify data 
anomalies . 
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This framework (figure 1) outlines the concept of our proposed model. The Al will collect additional 
information that will hefp in triaging: 

Age, sex, racial or ethnic background, BMI, past medical history, family history, surgical history, 
and/or social history (demographical information). 
Develop a demographical subtype in the Al' s database. 
Patients will be stratified into high· and low-risk populations. 

Conclusion 
This proposal will allow decision-making officials and healthcare professionals to robustly identify 
local disease outbreaks, thus thwarting unchecked spread while preventing a breakdown in the 
supply chain. Automation of healthcare team reported findings will enable predictive diagnosis and 
prognosis, thereby allocating medical resources appropriately. Disease-specific databases will 
benefit from real-time refinement, then utilizable for prospective case mitigation, medical 
management, and pathogen containment. 


